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Odors of similar intensity may be perceived or not by human sub-
jects. Perceived odors correlate with brain magnetic fields, delayed
some hundreds of milliseconds, that are not present for unper-
ceived ones. How might this occur? The endopiriform nucleus is an
excitable structure, considered part of the claustrum, that is inter-
connected with the primary olfactory (piriform) cortex. A proce-
dure called kindling allows the endopiriform nucleus to generate
epileptiform activities in vitro that are delayed ∼100 ms after a
stimulus, suggesting a mechanism for delayed activity. Using a
detailed computational model of the piriform cortex, consistent
with an in vitro experiment, we show that the addition of neurons
with endopiriform properties could allow similar stimuli to gener-
ate either brief responses or prolonged ones, depending on
parameters such as a persistent Na+ conductance. Brief responses
putatively correlate with lack of conscious perception, and
prolonged responses correlate with the presence thereof.

consciousness j endopiriform nucleus j kindling j synchronization j
claustrum

Crick and Koch (1) suggested that the claustrum might play
a role in consciousness, given its widespread reciprocal con-

nectivity with multiple cortical regions. By way of caution, how-
ever, some data indicate that connectivity between claustral
principal neurons may be limited (2), raising questions as to
how consciousness might be sustained. Nevertheless, endopiri-
form principal neurons (multipolar cells) are reciprocally inter-
connected (3), and this nucleus is considered to be part of the
claustrum, at least in primates (4). As well, the endopiriform
nucleus is interconnected with the primary olfactory cortex
or piriform cortex. These data led to a hypothesis that the
endopiriform nucleus might play a role in initiating olfactory
conscious perception.

Two pieces of experimental evidence support the hypothesis:
1) the existence of delayed synchronized neuronal bursting in
the endopiriform nucleus in vitro after a procedure called kin-
dling (for example, bathing tissue in low external [Mg2+]) that
renders the tissue prone to epileptiform bursting and 2) the
existence of delayed MEG (magnetoencephalographic) signals
in human subjects who consciously perceive an odor.

With respect to piece 1 above, Hoffmann and Haberly (5–8),
following on earlier in vivo observations of epileptic properties
of the endopiriform nucleus (9), observed that a kindled piri-
form/endopiriform brain slice could generate a synchronized
burst of activity following a localized stimulus, with delays of
tens of milliseconds or more, and this would occur despite the
presence of synaptic inhibition. [This latter phenomenon had
been observed previously in other epilepsy models (10).]

With respect to piece 2 above, in accord with the notion that
a given sensory stimulus may be perceived or not [and percep-
tion perhaps involving an “ignition” process (11)], it has been
noted that odor stimuli, of comparable intensity, evoke differ-
ent MEG signals; the MEG distributions over the brain depend

on whether the odor was perceived or not, with odor percep-
tion evoking more widespread and delayed activation over
timescales in the hundreds of milliseconds (12).

We, therefore, asked whether the above observations might
be mechanistically linked in the following way; there is cellular
machinery within the endopiriform nucleus—enhanced by the
kindling process but present in a less intense form under nor-
mal conditions—that could generate, or not generate, sustained
signals capable of widespread communication, the latter being
presumed to lead to perception.

Results
In beginning to address this question, of particular note are the
intrinsic burst properties of at least some multipolar neurons,
the principal cell type of the endopiriform nucleus (13, 14),
with evidence that persistent sodium conductance contributes
to depolarizing events in these cells (14); the presence of persis-
tent sodium conductances, gNa(P), in other cortical neurons
(15); and the control of gNa(P) by neuromodulators known to be
important in controlling brain states (16–18). To investigate this
question, we used a detailed computational model of piriform
cortex, designed to account for cell assemblies arising with odor
stimulation (19); to this model, we added a subnetwork of
endopiriform multipolar neurons, cells with intrinsic burst
properties that interconnect with each other as well as with piri-
form pyramidal neurons (“L2pyr” and “L3pyr” for layers 2 and
3 pyramids, respectively) (Materials and Methods and Fig. 1).
Our database was 133 network and single-cell simulations in
addition to the simulations of ref. 19.
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Because the purpose of this paper is to present a mechanistic
hypothesis, we did not attempt an exhaustive search of the
parameter space, but rather, we present specific examples that
illustrate the relevant physiological principles and that indicate
a path toward future experiments—the same approach as in
the modeling portion of ref. 20.

We first confirmed (Fig. 2) that the network model could
replicate the activity patterns—delayed bursts after local stimu-
lation—observed by Hoffman and Haberly in vitro (5–8). This
type of collective behavior, a consequence of cell-intrinsic prop-
erties and recurrent synaptic excitation, follows established
principles concerning the spread of firing among principal neu-
rons during states of altered synaptic inhibition (10, 20). Of
particular importance is that each principal neuron (in this
case, deep multipolar neurons) connects to more than one
other and that enough principal neurons are initially excited
that multiple stages of population firing growth can occur. In
the simulation of Fig. 2, each multipolar neuron receives synap-
tic input from five others. These physiological principles are
reviewed in ref. 21.

We next examined conditions under which the piriform plus
endopirform network model would generate a firing pattern, in
which piriform and endopiriform neurons both participate
together or instead, a pattern occurs mostly confined to piri-
form pyramidal neurons. The first such pattern would puta-
tively correspond to a perceived olfactory response, while the
second type of pattern would putatively correspond to a regis-
tered but nonperceived olfactory response. Three main classes
of parameters were varied: the mean frequency of afferent

(lateral olfactory tract [LOT]) spikes, the connectivity within
the endopiriform and to/from the piriform, and the intrinsic
properties of multipolar neurons (varied by setting different
densities of persistent gNa).

Fig. 3A illustrates a situation where sufficient (but sparse)
LOT activation combined with sufficient multipolar excitability
[in this case, from gNa(P)] leads to sustained collective bursting
within the endopirform nucleus and also, time-limited reactiva-
tion of pyramidal cells within the piriform cortex. Such intense
activation could readily spread not only from the endopiriform/
claustrum but also, to other connected regions, such as the
amygdala, the orbitofrontal cortex, and the lateral entorhinal
cortex. In contrast (Fig. 3B), limited endopiriform activation
can occur if the multipolar neurons are not “bursty” enough (in
our model, because of limited persistent gNa—recalling, as
noted above, that this conductance is subject to neuromodula-
tion). SI Appendix, Fig. 1 illustrates model behavior, where
network parameters are as in Fig. 3 but using two intermediate
values of persistent gNa density in the mulitpolar neurons.
Fig. 3 and SI Appendix, Fig. 1 suggest that a threshold density
of persistent gNa is required for endopiriform collective burst-
ing. This notion could possibly be tested with the application of
drugs that block currents contributing to bursting, including
persistent gNa but also, Ca

2+ channel subtypes.
Another example of afferent stimulation evoking limited or

virtually no endopiriform activation is illustrated in Fig. 4.
Thus, limited activation can also occur if LOT inputs are below
threshold frequencies. Other structural parameters limiting
endopiriform activation are the densities and strengths of syn-
aptic connections from the piriform cortex or within the endo-
piriform itself. SI Appendix, Figs. 2 and 3 show examples of the
effects of altering within-endopiriform structural parameters.
These data indicate that—other things being equal—the
strength of recurrent synaptic excitation within the endopiri-
form is critical for collective bursting, provided that connectivity
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Fig. 1. Single-model multipolar neuron behavior (soma voltage) with
small and large gNa(P): (A) 0.5 nA injected into the soma and density of
persistent gNa = 0.005 × the density of the transient gNa; (B) 0.35 nA
injected into the soma and density of persistent gNa = 0.05 × the density
of the transient gNa. Injected currents were constant and lasted 2.5 s.

Fig. 2. Delayed bursting in the model endopiriform nucleus. Traces in
Upper are somatic potentials of two model multipolar neurons (of 500);
the trace in Lower is the inverted average of multipolar somata, approxi-
mating a field. The triangle marks a 5-ms 0.6-nA current pulse to 50 of the
multipolar neurons, which were randomly chosen. The density of gNa(P)

was 0.001 × the density of fast transient gNa. Compare with figure 2 of
ref. 7, which illustrates activity in a kindled endopiriform nucleus in vitro.
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is above the percolation limit (one multiform cell exciting, on
average, more than one other). SI Appendix, Fig. 4 shows fur-
ther examples of the effects of LOT mean frequency (other
parameters remaining fixed); SI Appendix, Fig. 4 also indicates
critical behavior in the model endopiriform network as another
parameter is varied.

Discussion
Our hypothesis then is that activation of the endopiriform
nucleus, with its recurrent connections and intrinsic membrane
conductances that are subject to neuromodulation, could be a
determining element for 1) the odor response leading to wide-
spread brain activation and hence, conscious awareness or 2)
an odor response remaining relatively confined but still able to
influence behavior. Experimental recordings of endopiriform
activity during in vivo odor stimulation, particularly with com-
bined intracellular/extracellular techniques, will help determine
the validity of this hypothesis (22).

It is interesting that the anesthetic agents propofol (23) and
isoflurane (24) block gNa(P), suggesting that persistent neuronal
activity as described here could be a contributing mechanism for
general anesthesia. It is also striking that cellular mechanisms
apparently permissive for consciousness—persistent synchronized
activity depending on recurrent synaptic excitation—are also
mechanisms central to epilepsy, a condition that in many patients
(depending on seizure type), renders them unconscious.

While we have here concentrated attention on gNa(P) as a rele-
vant membrane conductance in endopiriform neurons following
experimental data of Tseng and Haberly (14) and also, recogniz-
ing related data in CA1 pyramidal neurons (25), we are neverthe-
less well aware of contributions made by Ca2+ conductances to
dendritic electrogenesis, intrinsic bursting, and plateau generation
(26, 27) (among many other references). Indeed, Tseng and
Haberly (14) themselves discuss gCa in multipolar neurons, and
we have incorporated various types of gCa into our own models of
neocortical pyramidal cells (28). Again, this is a matter requiring
further experimental study.

Materials and Methods
The model used here is built upon a previous detailed model of a piece of piri-
form cortex designed to study cell assemblies (19); an additional collection of
deep multipolar principal cells was then added, intended to represent a por-
tion of the endopiriform nucleus. The multipolar cells were interconnected
with each other and with some of the piriform cells. We first briefly describe
the piriform portion, recapitulating portions of the methods section of ref. 19.
Further details for this portion are in ref. 19, following the principles of ref. 28.

The piriformpart of the networkmodel contained 2,700multicompartment
(∼100 compartments each), multiconductance neurons, with 500 afferent
axons representing LOT. There were 1,000 L2pyrs; 500 L3pyrs; 500 semilunar
cells; and 200 superficial feed-forward interneurons of two types, one sort to
correspond to horizontal cells (100) and another sort for neurogliaform cells
(100). There were 500 deep feedback interneurons: fast-spiking “basket” cells
(200); neurogliaform (200); and low–threshold spiking, dendrite-contacting
interneurons (100). The networkmodel contained synaptic conductances medi-
ated by alpha-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid (AMPA)
and N-methyl-D-aspartic acid (NMDA) receptors (excitatory) and gamma-ami-
nobutyric acid (GABA)A and GABAB receptors (inhibitory), with AMPA and
GABAA receptor-mediated interactions predominating.

Full details are embedded in the Fortran code, which is available at Mod-
elDB (accession no. 267280).

Model(s) of Multipolar Neurons. To model a multipolar neuron, we started
with the compartmental structure of a model basket cell (28); then, we
increased the dendritic lengths twofold and doubled dendritic compartment
surface areas to allow for the contribution of spines. The densities of some of
the ionic conductances (in milli-Siemens per centimeter squared) were gCaL 0.2
to 2.5 in different simulations (this is a high-threshold, noninactivating Ca2+

conductance), soma gKC 10 (a fast Ca2+ and voltage-dependent K+ conduc-
tance), gK(AHP) 0.12 (the slow after hyperpolarization), and gKA 1 and 2 (tran-
sient K+ conductance); gNaP (persistent; i.e., noninactivating gNa) varied and

A B

Fig. 3. Sustained model endopiriform bursting, following afferent stimula-
tion, when persistent gNa in multipolar neurons is large enough. (A) The ras-
ters in Upper show firing times of 100 (of 500) afferent axons, representing
the LOT. Note the delayed firing of L2pyrs due to the sustained activity seen
in the multipolar neurons (Lower). The density of gNa(P) was 0.5 × the density
of fast transient gNa. (SI Appendix, Fig. 1 shows smaller values of this param-
eter.) The mean interval between LOT spikes was 400 ms. (B) A comparable
simulation with gNa(P) 0.05 × the density of fast transient gNa. The afferent
stimulation was exactly as in A. Note the much reduced multipolar firing
and the synaptic potentials in multipolar neurons. A similar simulation with
a mean interval between LOT spikes of 500 ms is shown in Fig. 4; in that
case, both L2pyr and multipolar activities are present but limited.

Fig. 4. An example of the much reduced delayed activity, with large persis-
tent gNa but less afferent stimulation (as compared with the stimulation
used in Fig. 3). The mean interval between LOT spikes was 500 ms, com-
pared with 400 ms in Fig. 3. In the present case, only 17 (of 500) multipolar
neurons generate bursts. Initial L2pyr activity is reduced, and intense
delayed firing does not occur. Such a pattern is proposed to correspond to
an odor that is detectable but does not lead to conscious perception. SI
Appendix, Fig. 4 shows further examples of varying the LOT mean interval.
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was scaled relative to the fast transient Na+ conductance. Further details on
the properties of modelmultipolar neurons are in the SI Appendix.

A somatic bias current of �0.25 nA was typically used to suppress sponta-
neous firing. Specific details are in the code (integrate_multipolar.f). Examples
of firing patterns for single multipolar model neurons are shown in Fig. 1.

Connectivity between Multipolar Neurons and with the Original Piriform
Model. There were 500 model multipolar cells. Connectivity for these cells and
indeed, all synaptic connectivities in the network model were random. A mul-
tipolar neuron received synaptic input from 5 multipolar cells in the simula-
tions illustrated (except as noted), with a range of 1 to 25 in other runs. It
received input from five L2pyrs, five L3pyrs, and 15 deep basket cells. Fifteen
multipolar neurons connected to each L2pyr, 15 connected to each L3pyr, and
10 connected to each deep basket cell. Excitatory synaptic conductances
were predominantly AMPA receptor mediated, and inhibitory synaptic

conductances were predominantly GABAA receptor mediated, with specific
conductance values specified in the code.

Codewas written in Fortran. It uses thempi parallel environment. Differen-
tial equations were integrated with a second-order Taylor series method with
a time step of 2 μs.

The program ran on an IBM Power GPU compute node residing in the IBM
Cognitive Computing Cluster and running Linux. Top-level program names
include piriformENDO.f and multipolar.f. A simulation of 1.1 s of network
activity (piriform plus multipolar interconnected regions) ran for ∼2.9 h.

Data Availability. Computer programs have been deposited in ModelDB
(Yale) (accession no. 267280).
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